
Item no.: 373673

66582 - Vlog shotgun microphone set for smartphones and DSLR cameras

from 52,21 EUR
Item no.: 373673

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: Delock

Product Description
This professional directional condenser microphone by Delock can be used for high-quality voice and vocal recordings.Optimum recordingsThe microphone has a supercardioid
polar pattern and therefore captures the sound perfectly. Thanks to its high performance, low inherent noise and precise reproduction, even the finest sounds are recorded crystal
clear. Annoying background noise is minimised.Goodwind protectionThanks to the wind protection included in the scope of delivery, the recording quality is optimised even further.
Disturbing wind noise is optimally filtered out.High compatibilityWith its 3.5 mm 4-pin jack plug, the microphone is compatible with various smartphones. Thanks to the 3.5 mm TRS
jack adapter included in the scope of delivery, the microphone can also be connected to various DSLR cameras and computers. The hot shoe adapter can be used to attach the
microphone to an accessory shoe on cameras.No batteries requiredThe microphone is passive and therefore does not require batteries. This eliminates the inconvenience of
changing batteries.Stable & non-slip standThe metal stand with rubber feet ensures that the microphone is stable on the table. The adjustable smartphone clamp ensures smooth
recording. The rubberised clamps prevent smartphones from being scratched. The flexible smartphone clamp holds devices with a width of up to 8.5 cm. The ball joint can be
rotated 360° and locked in place. The table stand can simply be unscrewed and folded up if required.
Specification- Connection: 1x 3.5 mm 4-pin jack socket- Coiled cable: 1x 3.5 mm 4-pin jack plug, 1x 3.5 mm 4-pin jack plug- Adapter: 1x 3.5 mm 4-pin jack socket, 1x 3.5 mm 3-pin
jack plug (TRRS to TRS)- Polar pattern: Supercardioid- Sensitivity: -23 dB +/- 3 dB- Frequency range: 20 Hz - 12 kHz- Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): approx. 70 dB- Sound pressure
level (SPL): max. 110 dB- Metal stand: Ø approx. 180 mm- Microphone length: approx. 150 mm- Smartphone clamp: up to 85 mm wide- Hot shoe adapter for mounting on cameras
with accessory shoeSystem requirements- One free 3.5 mm jack socketPackage contents- Microphone- Jack adapter- Coiled cable, length approx. 10 cm - 60 cm- Table stand-
Flexible smartphone clamp- Windscreen- Operating instructions
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